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Abstract

A series of sinkholes collapsed at Jili village and
Shanbei village, Laibin Guangxi, China in June 2010.
A large underground stream exists in the north-south
transect of the study area and passes the collapse site.
Preliminary investigations revealed that extremely
heavy rainfall between May 31 and June 1 2010 may
have triggered this collapse event. The precipitation, as
high as 469.8 mm within one day, was a record high
in the study area. A long period of drought in 2009
followed by extremely heavy rainfall along with cave
roof collapse may have caused the collapse event on
June 3 2010. The “water hammer” effect and collapsetriggered earthquakes caused severe ground failure and
fractures in residential houses and Jili Dam. Several
collapse events were caused by extreme weather
conditions in Guangxi over the past few years. Further
studies of the relationship between extreme weather
events and sinkhole collapses will help minimize
the damage or impact to human infrastructure by
avoiding areas susceptible to collapse or by designing
infrastructure to better withstand subsidence.

Geologic Settings

Jili village is located in central Guangxi province, a
highly active karst area containing many karst features
such as sinkholes, springs, karst windows, caves, and
conduit systems (Figure 1).
The study area is a typical fengcong and fenglin karst
area with isolated and dissolved hills and valleys. The
unconsolidated sediments above bedrock are Quaternary
alluvium and colluvium. Quaternary deposits consist
of silty clay, clay containing gravels, and clay. Karst
bedrock units belong to the middle Carboniferous
Huanglong Formation (C2h) and Nandan Formation
(C2n). Rock types include thick light-gray limestone, gray
fossiliferous limestone, dolomite limestone, siliceous and
fossiliferous limestone, limestone containing gravels,

Introduction

On June 3 2010, four extremely large sinkholes
collapsed at Jili village and Shanbei village, Laibin
Guangxi, China. These sinkholes expanded and
merged to form a 200 m long collapse zone. Many
ground failures and fractures occurred in the area. An
area of 0.4 km2 was impacted by the collapse event.
Because the collapses occurred in areas with a high
density of population, initial investigation results
reveal severe damage to residential houses. A total
of 130 families, more than 600 people, a dam and a
highway were impacted by the collapse event. This
paper discusses the geologic background, possible
mechanism of sinkhole collapses, and future studies
of sinkhole hazard assessment in the study area.

Figure 1. Geographic location of Laibin.
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and dolostone. Non-karstic bedrock units belong to the
lower Cretaceous Yongfu Formation (K2y). Rock types
include reddish arkosic sandstone and mudstone.
Surface water and Quaternary groundwater are scarce
in the study area. Groundwater resources include karst
water within bedrock matrix, fracture, and conduits and a
limited amount of Quaternary water in porous sediments.
Fairly large springs exist in the area, which are recharged
through sinkholes, active karst fractures and conduits.
Three large springs with discharge rates of 100 – 1336.5
l/s are located near Liangxian. Approximately 100 – 400
m3/day of water discharges out of drilled holes. Hongshui
River, located 16 km north of the study area, marks the
regional level for base flow, which receives water from
most base flow groundwater in the study area.
Preliminary investigations of sinkholes, subsidence areas,
and large springs reveal that a large cave stream exists in the
study area at nearly a N - S orientation. The three large springs
may serve as discharge outlets of the cave stream. The cave
stream passes through the sinkhole plain and discharges to
Chenglong Creek, a tributary of Hongshui River.

Sinkhole Distribution

Preliminary investigations revealed that extremely
heavy rainfall between May 31 and June 1 2010 may
have triggered this collapse event (Figure 2). The
precipitation, as high as 469.8 mm within one day, was a
record high amount in the study area (Figure 3).
Two earthquakes at Richter scale of 1.9 - 2.0 were
recorded on June 1 by the Guangxi Bureau of
Earthquake Investigation. The first sinkhole collapsed
at 9:00 am on June 3, 2010. Four extremely large
sinkhole pits formed within 3 hours. These sinkholes
expanded and merged to form a 200 m long collapse
zone (Figure 4). Walls of these sinkholes are not stable
and these sinkholes kept growing after the initial
collapse (Figure 5).
Earthquakes which occurred on June 1 were probably
caused by cave roof collapses. The “water hammer”
effect caused by cave roof collapse can release
a pressure surge to the karst conduit system and
sediments overlying the karst conduit, causing severe
soil damage and subsequent collapses (Lei et al., 2010;

Figure 2. Daily precipitation between September 2009 and August 2012 in the study area.
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Figure 3. Hourly precipitation between May 1 and June 4 2012 in the study area.

Figure 4. Sinkhole distribution in
the study area.
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Figure 5. Sinkhole no. 3 with unstable walls.
Lei et al., 2013). Earthquakes and the “water hammer”
effect may also have caused fractures in many houses
and the Jili Dam (Figures 6 and 7).

Conclusions

Rapid water level rise after the storm event caused a
series of sinkhole collapses in the study area. Several
collapse events were associated with extreme weather
conditions in Guangxi over the past few years (Lei et
al., 2013). Further studies of the relationship between
extreme weather events and sinkhole collapses will help
minimize the damage or impact to human infrastructure
by avoiding areas susceptible to collapse or by designing
infrastructure to better withstand subsidence.
An on-site investigation revealed that initial collapses
occurred during heavy rainfall. The precipitation, as
high as 469.8 mm within one day, was a record high
amount in the study area. A long period of drought in
2009 followed by extremely heavy rainfall along with
cave roof collapse may have caused the collapse event

Figure 7. Fracturing through ground and houses.
on June 3 2010. Cave roof collapse may trigger a
“water hammer” effect in the karst conduits. The “water
hammer” effect can cause severe soil damage and trigger
subsequent collapses (Lei et al., 2010; Lei et al., 2013).
Soil disturbance may change hydraulic gradient, which
can cause water level fluctuations and eventually result
in sinkhole collapses.
Recommended techniques for assessing sinkhole
hazards include: potentiometric mapping, locating areas
of disturbed soil and soil voids using ground penetrating
radar (GPR), monitoring karst groundwater pressure
changes, sinkhole inventories, and tracer test of surface
water and groundwater interaction. These approaches
are being conducted in other areas to prevent or forecast
sinkhole collapses and to minimize the damage caused
by sinkhole collapses (Jiang et al., 2008; Jiang et al.,
2013; Lei et al., 2008; Lei et al., 2010).

Figure 6. Ground failure and damage to a
residential house.
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Karst water levels are recovering to normal conditions
after the collapse event. It may take several years to

stabilize the soil to normal conditions. A 10 m x 10 m
soil collapse area was recently discovered in the south
portion of the study area. A donut shaped subsidence
area formed around the new collapse site. The diameter
of the subsidence area is 100 m with ground failures
and fractures formed inside the subsidence area. This
area is located directly above the subterranean stream.
Large scale sinkhole collapses may occur again during
monsoon seasons. Residents in Jili village and Shanbei
village may need to be relocated to a safer place. Jili
Dam and Guibei highway need to be evaluated for
further damage.
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